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Distributed models for deduction allow for more powerful proof systems, but also lead
to new problems. In particular, the analysis of the deduction process becomes harder,
as a number of largely independent agents may contribute to the proof. In a system
including cooperating agents, timing considerations can lead to further problems.
In this paper we flrst introduce the TEAMWORK method and the DISCOUNT
system for distributed equational reasoning. We point out the di–culties in obtaining a
detailed representation of the proofs generated by a distributed system with completely
distributed memory and present our solution for the TEAMWORK approach. Using this
solution we are able to explain some of the speed-ups DISCOUNT was able to obtain
in distributed mode. We also show how the representation of an equational proof as a
listing of inferences can be transformed into a proof easily readable by human beings.
Finally, pruned proof protocols (containing only facts contributing to the proof) also
enable us to develop new, adaptive strategies for the proof search.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Distributed provers constitute one possible answer to the demand for more powerful
deduction systems. We have developed the TEAMWORK approach and implemented the
DISCOUNT system for distributed, knowledge based equational deduction [see Denzinger
(1993), Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993)]. It shows that improvements are possible by
distributing deduction processes.
The TEAMWORK method is a distribution approach for problems that are di–cult to
partition a priori, and thus are not subject to the known divide-and-conquer strategies
for distribution. It uses a team of experts (conventional deduction systems using difierent
strategies) controlled by a supervisor and a number of referees. The experts usually work
independently, they communicate only at regularly scheduled team meetings. During
these meetings the supervisor determines the database to be used by the experts (using
results from all experts) and the members of the team for the next phase. It bases its
decisions on the referees’ evaluation of the experts. The TEAMWORK approach has
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been quite successful in flnding proofs, even for examples we were unable to prove with
a sequential system [see e.g. Denzinger and Fuchs (1994)].
Finding a proof is only one aspect of a deductive process. Other aspects include un-
derstanding how the proof was found and how it can be represented in a form readable
by human beingsy. These aspects have, up to now, not been a major focus of research.
In this paper we discuss how to flnd a proof representation in a distributed proof
system. Here the problem arises that too extensive book-keeping may disturb the com-
putation at runtime and so afiect the proof. We suggest a solution for provers based on
the TEAMWORK approach. We also propose a method to get a sequential proof proto-
col from the distributed computation. Then we discuss how to transform the sequential
proof protocol into a proof that can be read by users not familiar with automatic proof
procedures. We also discuss some results from the analysis of the data gathered during
the runtime of distributed computations. In this way the success achieved by the DIS-
COUNT system can be explained. More recently, the gathered data was successfully used
to flnd new, adaptive strategies.
The results reported here rely heavily on the TEAMWORK approach and the archi-
tecture of its communication model. They cannot directly be translated to arbitrary, less
structured distributed computations.
2. The TEAMWORK Method for Distributed Deduction
The TEAMWORK method [Denzinger (1993), Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993)] is an
approach to distribute knowledge-based search processes. Examples for such processes are
solving optimization problems or proving theorems [see Denzinger (1995)]. The method
is inspired by human project teams. A team consists of a single supervisor and a number
of experts, each accompanied by a referee evaluating its work. Usually, each expert is
working on a problem without communication with the other team members. Only at
team meetings scheduled by the supervisor results are exchanged.
The supervisor selects the experts to work on a speciflc task initially by judging their
previous success on related problems, later by using the referees’ evaluation of their
performance in dealing with the given task. The report of a referee to the supervisor
contains both a judgment on the expert itself and an indication of the most important
results of the expert’s work.
The active experts are the members of the team working directly on the problem. Each
expert generates new facts and thus furthers the proof process. However, the experts use
difierent methods for their work, providing a variety of threads. In equational theorem
proving, the case discussed in this paper, each of the experts is using an unfailing comple-
tion algorithm as described below. The experts difier only in the heuristics they employ
for choosing the next critical pair to process. These heuristics represent tactical control
knowledge. At the team meetings the rules and equations of the best expert are chosen
as the base for further work. As only one system survives completely, the experts are
competing for being the best.
However, competition is only one aspect of TEAMWORK. The second important
element is cooperation between the experts. Cooperation is achieved by integrating out-
standing results from inferior experts (according to the referee’s report) into the system
of the best expert. This is done by the supervisor during the team meetings, before
y Understanding how a proof was found aids us in creating more e–cient strategies.
    

























Figure 1. A TEAMWORK cycle. Dotted lines indicate virtual communication, while straight arrows
imply physical network tra–c. The winner of this cycle is the expert of process 0.
he presents a new and updated problem description to a new team of experts for the
next working phase (in our case of a completion-based theorem prover the results|rules
and equations|are handled as new critical pairs to be processed immediately). The cy-
cle of team meeting, working phase and new team meeting is repeated until a proof is
found.
One important feature of TEAMWORK is that most results generated by the inferior
experts are dropped or forgotten. The referees decide about facts unlikely to be of general
interest using assessment knowledge. We believe that this feature is one of the reasons
for the success of TEAMWORK, as it avoids blowing up the search space. This belief is
supported by the results presented in Section 6.
As stated before, the supervisor may select a new team for each cycle. To fulfll this
task the supervisor uses a long-term memory|consisting of general information about
experts, referees and various domains of interest|and a short-term memory|consisting
of the evaluation of the experts of past cycles by their referees. Long- and short-term
memory provide strategic control knowledge that is combined by a reactive planning
process [see Denzinger and Kronenburg (1994)].
In order to minimize the communication overhead the difierent components (super-
visor, referees, experts) can be represented by just one process per computing node.
Floating control allows even the supervisor to reside on difierent nodes. This approach
makes most communication virtual. Figure 1 shows a single working cycle of a TEAM-
WORK based program, including this aspect.
In Denzinger (1993) and Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993) the authors proved that
a completion-based prover using TEAMWORK is complete if certain (weak) fairness
criteria are fulfllled. The results even allow for some unfair experts in the team.
The TEAMWORK method can be classifled as a distribution model allowing for both
cooperation and competition. The granularity of the distribution is quite coarse. Most of
the time the difierent agents work relatively independently on their own data.
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3. Distributed Equational Reasoning|The DISCOUNT System
Our implementation of a deduction system using TEAMWORK is the DISCOUNT
system (DIStributed COMpletion UsiNg Teamwork ) for equational reasoning [Avenhaus
et al. (1995)]. In order to discuss speciflc problems we have to introduce some concepts
of equational reasoning. We assume the reader to be familiar with rewriting techniques
and use standard notations.
An equational theorem prover is a system trying to deal with the following problem:
Given a set E of equations, is an equation s = t a logical consequence of E (written as
s =E t)?
A term is deflned as usual, a ground term is a term not containing any variables. We
write tjp to denote the subterm of t at the position p. The top position is written as ‚,
and tjp:q · (tjp)jq. A substitution ¾ maps a flnite set of variables into a set of terms.
¾id represents the empty substitution, mgu(t1; t2) the most general unifler for t1 and t2.
t[pˆ t0] denotes the term t with the subterm at position p replaced by t0.
A completion-based prover tries to decide the E-equality of two terms by generating
a (ground-) con°uent and terminating system of rules and equations for E. This system
can prove any valid equation by reducing both sides into a common normal form. It
is well known that the flnal system may not be flnite. However, by following certain
fairness criteria one can guarantee that any valid equation will be proved after only a
flnite number of inferences.
Our implementation of an equational prover is based on the inference rules for unfailing
completion as presented in Hsiang and Rusinowitch (1987) and Bachmair et al. (1989).
We use three sets of term pairs to represent the current state of a completion process: A
set E of processed, but unorientable equations, a set R of rules (processed and oriented
equations), and a set CP of unprocessed equations.
Rules are generated by orienting equations according to a ground reduction ordering
> (a Noetherian ordering compatible with the term structure, stable with respect to
substitutions, and total on ground terms). New equations are generated by building
critical pairs between existing rules and equations. A critical pair is deflned as follows.
Let l1 ! r1 and l2 ! r2 be two rules. Let p be a non-variable position in l1, ¾ =
mgu(l1jp; l2). If ¾(l1) 6< ¾(r1) and ¾(l2) 6< ¾(r2) then h¾(r1); ¾(l1[pˆr2])i is called a
critical pair between the two rules.
Critical pairs between equations can be built by treating an equation s = t as the two
rules s! t and t! s.
Rules and equations can be used to simplify terms in other rules and equations, thus
eliminating redundancies. Let ¾(l)! ¾(r) be an instantiated rule or equation with ¾(l) >
¾(r), let t be a term and tjp · ¾(l) for a position p and a substitution ¾. Then t can be
rewritten to t0 · t[pˆ¾(r)]. If a term t cannot be rewritten with any rule or equation
in E [R it is called in normal form with respect to E and R.
The completion algorithm will start out with empty sets R and E, and with the initial
axioms in CP. It will examine each equation in CP, reduce it to normal form with respect
to E and R, use it to build new critical pairs (to be added to CP), and to eliminate
redundancies from R and E by simpliflcation. It will then be added to either R (if it can
be oriented according to >) or E.
To build a prover on top of this algorithm the goal will be reduced to normal form
with respect to each E and R. If these normal forms are identical or if an equation
from E subsumes the goal, the goal is proved. Please note that both, completeness and
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e–ciency of the proof process depend on the order in which the equations from CP will
be considered, with both goals often con°icting.
For a more detailed discussion of a completion-based proof algorithm see Denzinger
(1993) or Denzinger and Schulz (1994).
The DISCOUNT system uses completion procedures as experts. The referees use sim-
ple statistical criteria for the evaluation of both, overall performance of an expert and
the selection of outstanding results. For equational reasoning DISCOUNT, even in the
sequential mode, can compete with proof systems like, for example, Otter 3.0 [McCune
(1994)] or HERKY [Zhang (1993)]. This holds for both speed and power.
In the distributed mode the system becomes even more competitive. Experiments with
DISCOUNT have shown that TEAMWORK can be used very e–ciently for equational
reasoning. Denzinger (1993) and Denzinger and Fuchs (1994) both discuss a number
of examples where super-linear speed-ups have been achieved in distributed proof runs
as compared to sequential proof runs. Additionally a large number of problems exist
where no sequential proof using DISCOUNT or other systems has been found, but where
the distributed system can generate a proof rather quickly. Examples are some of the
problems in the area of lattice ordered groups mentioned below. These results have been
extensively documented in Denzinger and Fuchs (1994) and other publications.
DISCOUNT is used as a part of the ILF system maintained and developed by the group
of I. Dahn in Berlin [see Dahn et al. (1994)]. This group deals mainly with calculations in
lattice ordered groups and provided us with many interesting problems. Table 1 reports
results for some of these examples as well as for a number of other problemsy.
4. Representing Proof Processes
In order to analyse the behaviour of a proof system we need a description of the proof
processes. However, most provers do not provide su–cient information to the outside.
Usually only some bits of technical data are displayed, while the proof is represented by
the internal state, or, even worse, the dynamic processes of the prover. This available
information may give a general impression of the behaviour of the proof system, but is
seldom adequate for in-depth analysis of the heuristics or for human interpretation.
There are two basic ways to handle this problem. First, it is possible to build internal
data structures representing the complete proof process. This is done in many proof
systems for flrst order predicate logic, which build refutation graphs containing enough
information to reproduce the proof. Algorithms for transforming the proof will have to
be built directly into the proof system.
This procedure is, however, not really suitable for completion-based proof systems.
One of the main sources for the power of such a system is the fact that it can cut
down on the information base using simpliflcation rules and thereby keep the size of this
database relatively small. Nonetheless, it has to deal with large amounts of intermediate
results (critical pairs, for example). These intermediate facts will usually be simplifled
extensively.
For a complete understanding of the proof process all simpliflcations of potential im-
portance for the proof have to be stored. This includes not only backward contractions
y Many of the original problems specifled by the ILF group have been incorporated into the TPTP
problem library [Sutclifie et al., (1994)].
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Table 1. Descriptions and run times for some problems.
Problem Team Best Exp. Description
Lusk2 N/A 0.033 Prove that a monoid with x2 = x is Abelian. This was pre-
sented as a very basic example in Lusk and Overbeek (1982).
A proof protocol for this example is represented in Figure 2.
Lusk6 308.9 3019.0 Prove that in a ring with x3 = x the multiplicative operation
is Abelian. This was presented as a challenging example in
Lusk and Overbeek (1982). Keep in mind that DISCOUNT
solves this problem without special treatment of AC.
Sa2 10.7 { Prove that a single axiom that is assumed to deflne a
group implies the associativity law [see Bonacina and Hsiang
(1996)].
Lattice2 23.2 { Show that the inverse of the lower bound of two values is
the upper bound of the two inverse values in a Lattice or-
dered group. See Denzinger and Schulz (1994) for an exact
speciflcation.
Lattice3 40.9 900.0 Show that each element of a lattice ordered group can be
expressed as the product of its positive and its negative part.
See Denzinger and Schulz (1994).
p2a 5.4 79.5 In a lattice ordered group the comparison of elements can
be achieved by inverting the comparison on the inverted el-
ements. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
p2b 5.4 { The problem from the previous example restated in difierent
terms. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
p8b 56.8 { Prove some monotony properties of the least upper bounds
of products of positive elements in a lattice ordered group.
See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
p9a 8.7 19.7 Show some properties of negative elements in lattice ordered
groups. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
p9b 8.4 51.0 The problem from the previous example restated in difierent
terms. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
p10 23.2 { The problem from Lattice2 recoded with a leaner axiomati-
zation. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994).
BoolAssoc 72.9 { Prove that the conjunctive operator (and) in a boolean al-
gebra is associative.
Notes: run times are given in seconds for a team and for the best sequential expert. Measurements have
been taken on a cluster of SUN SPARCstation ELC. The teams contained only two processors (and
experts), except for the example Lattice3, where it contained three experts. For the example Lusk2 a
single expert solved the problem before the flrst team meeting took place.
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(simpliflcations of the rule base with newly generated rules) but also forward contrac-
tions (simpliflcations of unprocessed equations not immediately proven trivial). As sim-
pliflcation chains can be of arbitrary length, in practice nearly all simpliflcations have to
be recorded. Storing all the intermediate results and the simpliflcations done on them
would seriously impair the power of a proof system. For distributed proof systems with
distributed memory this efiect becomes even more pronounced, since we do not only
have to keep track of the communication among the agents but also of the history of
the facts exchanged. However, communication already is a severe problem for parallel
provers, even for systems refraining from proof analysis.
The second approach to get the desired information about the proof process is to
generate a complete external listing of all the inferences and generated facts. This solution
results in some problems, too, but they are of a less severe nature and can be overcome.
We gain a number of advantages, namely:
{ Changes in the proof system are kept to a minimum.
{ The proof system and the programs for proof analysis and transformation can be
maintained separately.
{ As the information about the proof is stored on external media, the deductive power
of the proof system under identical virtual memory constraintsy is not afiected in
any signiflcant way.
{ The complete listings allow a very close and detailed analysis of the work done
and problems encountered by the proof system. The knowledge gathered by this
analysis can be (and has been) used to improve the heuristics of the prover and to
get better insight into the inference mechanism.
There are some problems associated with generating a complete listing of the proof
process. They mostly stem from the enormous amount of data processed by a powerful
proof system.
{ Proof listings can become very large. The sheer amount of proof steps done can
overwhelm most people and even programs.
{ Producing the proof protocol is an output intensive task and can slow down the
proof system signiflcantly. This does not generally afiect the class of provable the-
orems, but may lead to a difierent behaviour for distributed systems relying on
cooperation at speciflc times.
In the sections to come we will discuss how to deal with these problems and how to
produce a useful representation of the proof process in a distributed prover based on the
TEAMWORK approach. For that purpose we have developed a simple language called
PCL (Proof Communication Language) to describe completion-based proof processes.
PCL describes a proof run by a list of simple steps. Each inference is described by an
expression. The value of this expression is the fact (a rule or equation) resulting from the
inference. The result of an inference is presented as a PCL step. Steps can be referenced
by a unique identifler (a list of integers) and, to allow easier easier analysis, contain
information about the type of the fact. Example types are goal, lemma, rule or equation.
y In theorem proving, especially for saturation based systems, failed proof attempts are usually the
result of lack of memory.
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0:tes-eqn : f(e(),x) = x : initial
1:tes-eqn : f(x,e()) = x : initial
2:tes-eqn : f(x,x) = e() : initial
5:tes-eqn : f(f(x,y),z) = f(x,f(y,z)) : initial
6:tes-goal : f(a(),b()) = f(b(),a()) : hypothesis
7:tes-rule : f(e(),x) -> x : orient(0,u)
8:tes-rule : f(x,e()) -> x : orient(1,u)
9:tes-rule : f(x,x) -> e() : orient(2,u)
20:tes-rule : f(f(x,y),z) -> f(x,f(y,z)) : orient(5,u)
21:tes-eqn : f(x,f(y,f(x,y))) = e() : cp(20,L,9,L)
22:tes-eqn : f(x,f(x,y)) = f(e(),y) : cp(20,L.1,9,L)
23:tes-eqn : f(x,f(x,y)) = y : tes-red(22,R,7,L)
39:tes-lemma : f(x,f(x,y)) -> y : orient(23,u)
65:tes-rule : f(x,f(y,f(x,y))) -> e() : orient(21,u)
99:tes-eqn : f(x,f(y,x)) = f(y,e()) : cp(39,L.2,65,L)
100:tes-lemma : f(x,f(y,x)) = y : tes-red(99,R,8,L)
104:tes-rule : f(x,f(y,x)) -> y : orient(100,u)
123:tes-eqn : f(x,y) = f(y,x) : cp(39,L.2,104,L)
127:tes-final : f(a(),b()) = f(b(),a()) : instance(6,123)
Figure 2. PCL listing of a proof for the problem Lusk2 (see Table 1).
A short example for a PCL protocol can be found in Figure 2, for a more exact deflnition
of the language see Denzinger and Schulz (1994). Note that a proof in PCL is described
completely and in a format independent of the actual prover that generated it. The
extension of this language to arbitrary inference processes is straightforward.
5. Recording Distributed Deduction Processes
Getting a PCL description of a sequential proof is a simple matter. All that has to be
done is to record each inference step as it happens. Parallel provers using shared memory
can be treated similar to sequential provers, because the central memory can serve to
establish a valid sequence of events in the proof system.
The more interesting case is a distributed and cooperating system running on a net
of workstations (with completely distributed memory). In this case a number of serious
problems arise. Here we will only cover the two most serious topics, namely obtaining
proof protocols from the prover without altering its behaviour, and sequentializing them.
For a more detailed discussion including technical di–culties see Denzinger and Schulz
(1994).
5.1. measuring without disturbing
The flrst problem arises from the fact that input and output operations are usually
expensive (in terms of execution time) compared to computation and symbol manipula-
tion. Generating an extensive protocol of a proof session therefore signiflcantly increases
the time needed to flnd the proof. This is not desirable for a high-performance proof
system. In particular, users not interested in a complete proof representation should not
have to pay the associated overhead.
There is an even more serious problem. The behaviour of a distributed system is largely
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in°uenced by the timing of both, the whole system and single components. Experiments
have shown that producing a complete protocol during proof generation signiflcantly
alters the behaviour of the proof system, making it impossible to reproduce proofs found
without full protocol even though the system was started with the same input.
We have solved this problem for distributed systems based on TEAMWORK, using a
feature inherent in this method. In a TEAMWORK based deduction system communica-
tion among difierent processes occurs only at strictly controlled times: At the beginning
and at the end of a team meeting. The processes run independently during the working
phases, and only the supervisor is working during the meetings. We can exploit these
properties as follows:
During the initial phase of the proof generation only a very short, specialized protocol
is written at the team meetings. At these times only the supervisor is working, so the
(minimal) delay introduced is completely uncritical for the overall behaviour of the dis-
tributed system. This protocol stores the number of inferences done by each expert in
each working phase. A separate reproduction run then generates the extensive listing in
a way not dependent on time, but on the number of steps executed.
Note that while this concept can be implemented very easily for the TEAMWORK
method it is not viable for most other approaches to parallel processing using distributed
memory. It requires long periods of sequential and deterministic work not interrupted
by interprocess communication, with this communication concentrated at a few crucial
points. This property is inherent in the TEAMWORK method, but not for example in
the concepts presented in Bonacina and Hsiang (1993, 1996).
5.2. sequentializing the proof
People (usually) cannot follow more than one thread at a time. Any proof has to be
presented as a linear chain of arguments. A distributed proof system, on the other hand,
works on more than one thread. The inferences generated by the proof system therefore
have to be rearranged into a single proof chain. This can be achieved easily in a system
using a centralized memory structure to store all facts, but requires some thought for real
distributed systems. It is well known that a consistent system time cannot be maintained
in a realistic network. Thus, an order of events can only be approximated or achieved by
frequent synchronizations, leading to a signiflcant communication overhead.
We cannot ofier a general and theoretically sound solution for arbitrary distributed
systems. However, in our case we can again exploit features of the TEAMWORK method
to solve the problem. Please note that we do not need to completely order the steps in
the sequence they were generated. During the working phases, each expert is working
on a single thread (compare Section 2). At the team meetings these difierent threads
are integrated into a common knowledge base. This base is then used as the single
starting point for the threads of the next working phase. An important feature of this
communication model is that an inference process can only access information from its
own thread and from the common database generated during the last team meeting. So
we can simply concatenate protocols from the difierent experts generated during a single
working phase in an arbitrary order. This new protocol represents the work done by all
experts in a working phase.
During the team meetings only a single protocol is generated by the supervisor. By
concatenating the protocols generated during subsequent working phases and team meet-
ings in the natural order we arrive at a single protocol for the complete proof process.
      











Figure 3. Sequentialized proof description (compare Figure 1). Arrows indicate logical sequence.
Thus the team cycle shown in Figure 1 would be represented as depicted in Figure 3
(Note that there are no inferences generated by the referees).
In this protocol each step will only reference to previous steps, and all referenced steps
will be contained. As an additional advantage, the inferences done by a single expert in a
single phase will be kept together, so it is still possible to analyse the context they were
generated in.
We use a simple, unambiguous naming scheme for the generation of the PCL step
identiflers. An identifler consists of a cycle number (counting both working phases and
team meetings), the number of the processor the described inference was done on, and
a simple counter local to each team member. This leads to protocols were the identiflers
are always increasing as the protocol proceeds, thus allowing for e–cient implementation
of analysis programs.
6. Analysing Proof Protocols
PCL listings have yielded a large amount of information about the proof processes. We
were able to flnd weaknesses of our sequential strategies and to explain the often drastic
improvements achieved with TEAMWORK. The analysis also allowed us to evaluate the
performance of the difierent components of a team.
We will use the examples introduced in Table 1 to illustrate the above points.
6.1. pruning PCL protocols
The flrst step in our analysis is the removal of unnecessary inferences, leading to a
much more manageable protocoly. We call a PCL step necessary if it contributes to the
actual proof. A pruned PCL protocol is a protocol containing only the necessary steps of
a complete protocol.
Necessary steps can be identifled quite easily in a post-mortem analysis. Starting at the
flnal proof step(s), all steps needed in this flnal inference or in a step already identifled
as necessary are also necessary for the proof.
Comparing the number of steps in both complete and pruned PCL protocols already
allows some interesting observations. Table 2 contains these numbers for our examples
y A complete protocol of a hard problem can contain up to approximately 500 000 steps.
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Table 2. Comparison of all and the necessary inferences in certain PCL listings.
Problem Sequential Distributed
All Necess. All Necess.
Lusk2 128 19 N/A N/A
Lusk6 387273 190 144099 227
Sa2 { { 9577 228
Lattice2 { { 28124 103
Lattice3 485010 139 63860 133
p2.a 59367 45 6988 62
p2.b { { 6989 62
p8.b { { 43192 94
p9.a 11642 61 11192 50
p9.b 28398 58 13216 59
p10 { { 24630 111
BoolAssoc { { 95788 117
for both sequential and distributed proofsy. The numbers for the distributed proofs have
been obtained by adding the number of steps of all experts during all working phases
and the number of steps done by the supervisor.
First, there is a strong trend for larger, more di–cult examples to use proportionally
less steps than simpler examples (compare also Table 3). This is due to the broader search
space the prover has to handle.
If we compare the complete listings in the distributed and in the sequential case we
can see that the listings in the former case are much smaller than in the latter one. This
indicates that, despite the fact that two or three experts are working independently for
most of the time, very little work is duplicated. The improvement gained by the better
overall strategy outweighs the duplication efiects. Another interesting fact is the small
percentage of steps necessary for the proof|a strong incentive to look for more e–cient
strategies. By determining at which points the pruning process removed steps we already
were able to flnd a number of weaknesses of our strategies.
The general trends noted in this section hold for all the proofs examined so far. We
will now pick out two particular examples to highlight the efiects contributing to TEAM-
WORK’s success.
y Please note that the number of inference steps does not generally correspond to the time necessary
to flnd the proof, because the average time needed for a successful inference may vary widely from
example to example.
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6.2. example 1: Lusk6
The example Lusk6 was suggested in Lusk and Overbeek (1982) and examined in
Stickel (1984), and is being considered as a particularly hard example for pure equational
reasoning. The flrst known automatic proof for this problem by a complete prover not
using built-in AC theory was found by the DISCOUNT system in sequential mode. It
took about 5100 sec (slightly less than 1.5 h) on a SUN-ELC. Difierent heuristics for the
prover have led to slightly difierent results, but not to signiflcant improvements.
The picture changes if we use TEAMWORK. Using a team of two experts we get a
proof in only 300 sec (5 min). The analysis of the proof protocols allowed us to flnd the
reason for this dramatic improvement.
The sequential proof is found using a conventional, fair strategy for the selection of
the next inference. At the beginning of the proof run the facts leading to the goal are
generated in a slow but rather regular way. However, after generating most of the neces-
sary rules and equations the prover is lead onto a side track and spends most of the time
working with some unorientable equations. Only then he selects an inference bringing
him back on track. The goal is then proved rather quickly.
The distributed system uses one expert with a conventional strategy and one expert
that only selects orientable equations for inferences. This second expert boosts the com-
pletion process, generating a very powerful rule system quickly. The conventional expert
is needed, however, to handle the (unorientable) commutativity axiom for the additive
operator of the ring. This fact is selected by his referee and injected at a team meeting.
After some more team meetings the conventional expert is capable of using the strong
knowledge base generated mostly by the other expert to prove the goal.
The speed-up here is explained by two facts: flrst, a strong knowledge base is generated
by the unfair expert, who performs a depth-flrst search along the most promising lines.
He incorporates only those unorientable equations that have been selected due to their
good performance with the conventional expert. Then the versatility of this conventional
expert allows it to use this base to the best efiect, flnally proving the goal.
6.3. example 2: Lattice3
This problem originated in the ILF group (see above). It is quite hard for the sequential
prover, taking about 900 sec. However, a team of three experts is capable of solving the
problem in just 35 sec. We found that in this case another mechanism is responsible for
the improvement.
The speciflcation of the problem uses 22 axioms, only 20 of which are necessary for the
proof. The sequential prover treats all of them in the same way and uses them to build
a large number of promising equations. However, the large number of possible inferences
leads to a very broad approach and thus to an early explosion of the search space. This
explosion directly leads to the long time necessary to flnd the proof.
The team, on the other hand, incorporates an expert preferring critical pairs that
show a structural similarity to the goal [the occnest expert (Denzinger and Fuchs 1994)].
In this case the expert generates a rule system incorporating a lot of rules relevant to
the proof at hand. A second expert, preferring critical pairs that contain terms uniflable
with the goal, uses this knowledge base to contribute a single crucial fact. Then the third,
conventional expert takes over and is able to flnd the proof quickly. Please note that none
of the two experts boosting the performance of the team can solve this problem alone.
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Table 3. Percentages of arbitrary and selected results contributing to proofs.
Problem Arbitrary Facts Referees
Sequent. Distrib. Choice
Lusk2 14.8% N/A N/A
Lusk6 0.05% 0.16% 20.5%
Sa2 { 2.38% 83.3%
Lattice2 { 0.37 % 50.0%
Lattice3 0.03% 0.2% 15.1%
p2.a 0.08% 0.89% 11.1%
p2.b { 0.89% 11.1%
p8.b { 0.22% 12.0%
p9.a 0.52% 0.45% 16.7%
p9.b 0.20% 0.45% 50.0%
p10 { 0.45% 38.9%
BoolAssoc { 0.12% 43.5%
So the speed-up here is not the result of difierent experts working on difierent aspects
at the same time but rather of the necessary changes in the overall strategy facilitated
by the difierent experts. In theory the same result could be achieved by a single expert
changing the strategy at the correct times. However, the team is able to detect these
times using the referees’ results at the team meetings. This would be nearly impossible
for a sequential system.
6.4. evaluation of the referees
The analysis of the previous two examples have shown the two main reasons for the
success of TEAMWORK: Cooperation of the experts concentrating on difierent parts of
the problem, and competition, manifesting in the strategy changes. One or both of these
mechanism can be found in almost any example analysed so far.
For the success of the TEAMWORK approach good referees are very important. Only
if the results selected by the referees are often useful for the proofs, a good behaviour of
the team can be expected. PCL listings allowed us to judge the usefulness of the results
selected by the referees. The results are shown in Table 3. The flrst two columns show
the percentage of necessary steps in a complete protocol (compare also Table 2). The
third column shows the percentage of necessary steps among the steps selected by the
referees as important.
The facts selected by the referees are much more likely to contribute to the proof than
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an arbitrary fact, indicating that the steps selected by the referees are, on average, much
more important than an arbitrary step. So, the statistical measures of the referees [see
Avenhaus and Denzinger (1993)] perform quite well, but there still is room for future
improvements. In a similar way difierent experts can be evaluated for their suitability in
difierent domains. See Denzinger and Fuchs (1994) for some case-studies.
7. Proof Presentation
A PCL listing contains enough information to allow an exact reproduction of the proof
even without knowledge about the program generating it. It is, however, not particularly
suitable for users who want to understand the proof. While single inferences can be
verifled easily, the overall proof is unstructured and uses a machine-bound representation.
In order to present the proof to human beings we flrst impose a hierarchical structure
(by designating certain steps as lemmas) and then transform the proof into a form more
suitable for them.
Because in this paper we are mainly interested in the efiects of TEAMWORK on proof
generation and representation, the following paragraphs will only give a short overview
on proof structuring and presentation for human use. We found that TEAMWORK is
capable of giving signiflcant help not only for the generation but also for the presentation
of proofs. The selection of results by the referees signiflcantly aid the structuring of the
proofs.
7.1. structuring the proof
Even relatively simple proofs will become overwhelmingly complex if they are presented
in an unstructured way. While this statement holds true for every reasonable calculus,
the situation for completion-based proofs is particularly grave. The proof is usually found
in tiny, often unrelated fragments. To make such proofs more accessible these fragments
need to be clustered into larger units. This is done by selecting important sub-results as
lemmas and, using them, building a hierarchical proof structure.
In order to achieve this we start with the pruned PCL protocol, the initial equations
as axioms and an empty set of lemmas. Working in a bottom-up processy we pick one
fact and add it to the set of lemmas. This lemma is now treated like an axiom, and its
subproof is disregarded in the evaluation of further steps. The procedure is repeated until
the proof is broken into su–ciently simple parts.
Lingenfelder and Pra˜cklein (1990) describes another approach to this problem. In this
paper, the authors suggest transferring Lingenfelder’s results [see Lingenfelder (1990)]
from restructuring proofs in flrst-order logic to equational reasoning. The paper deals
with the subject on a rather abstract level and covers only a part (the structuring of
equation solution graphs) of the overall problem.
7.2. lemma selection
We found three sources of information for the selection of good lemmas. The flrst
possibility is to use external knowledge (possibly depending on the domain) about the
structure of important rules and equations. The second approach considers the structure
y Denzinger and Schulz (1994) discusses the di–culties of a top-down approach.
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of the proof listing itself, and the third uses the information collected by TEAMWORK’s
referees during the deduction process.
The flrst approach can take the form of a database look-up or a simple heuristic
evaluating the structure of the terms. In most domains equations describing, for example
commutativity or associativity, are valuable facts.
7.2.1. structural criteria
We can view a pruned PCL protocol as a directed derivation graph, with edges starting
at the input facts for an inference and pointing to the newly inferred fact. This graph
can be unfolded (by duplicating nodes referenced more than once), yielding a proof tree.
The leaves in this tree are axioms (in a later stage lemmas are also treated as leaves),
the root is the theorem.
On this tree a number of measures can be deflned. The flrst measure is the multiplicity
of a node. It shows how often a fact has been used in the proof. A second valuable
measure is the number of leaves in a subtree starting at a node with the fact u = v. It
denotes the number of rewrite steps with axioms (and lemmas) necessary to prove u = v.
By multiplying the two values we get the number of applications of the axioms repre-
sented by applications of this step. This has proved to be a very good indicator for the
importance of a step.
A third approach tries to flnd subtrees that are isolated in the complete tree. A sub-
tree is perfectly isolated if no equation except the one at the root is used outside the
subtree. However, perfectly isolated subtrees rarely occur. Therefore we deflne a measure
of isolatedness [see Denzinger and Schulz (1994) for a more exact description].
The combination of these measures creates a number of heuristics for the selection of
lemmas. Nodes with isolated subproofs and a high importance usually make excellent
lemmas.
7.2.2. using teamworks’s referees
The structural criteria use only post-mortem information. They also use only the
pruned listing for the evaluation of facts.
TEAMWORK’s referees have a much broader view on the proof process when they
select \good" results during the evaluation of their experts’ work. Facts are generally
judged on their performance during the completion process. This can be seen as repre-
senting the importance of the fact in the algebraic structure described by the axioms, not
only the relevance for the concrete proof searched at the moment. We get an excellent
criterion for the selection of lemmas if we consider these good results. This emulates hu-
man behaviour quite well, because people often base their lemma selection on the global
performance of a fact in the respective fleld, too.
The referees mark the important facts in the PCL protocol. We can then use these
results as the basic building blocks and generate more lemmas to flll in this skeleton.
Alternatively this information can be used in a weighted decision.
Evaluating a proof is no trivial task. There is no objective standard to measure \proof
quality". Note that our goal is to structure the proof found by the proof system. We do
not intend to flnd another, \better" proof. Our structuring resulted in proofs that are
fairly easy to read by human beings. Clearly, in well understood domains|such as lattice
ordered groups (see Section 6.3)|human experts will flnd shorter proofs.
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7.3. proof transformation
Introducing lemmas to a PCL listing reveals more about the structure of the proof.
However, the listings are still not very suitable for users to understand. Completion-
based proof systems work mainly by applying inference steps to sets of equations, thereby
deriving more equations. Human mathematicians commonly use another concept: they
apply existing equations to terms, building equational chains. People use equations as
tools for argumentation, while an automatic proof system uses certain inference rules as
tools on equations.
Every single inference is easily understood by the user. The complete proof, however,
is generated in small, largely unrelated pieces that arrive in a more or less random order.
The original axioms (used heavily by human beings) are applied only very occasionally,
and their role in the flnal proof is hard to perceive.
To make automatic proofs easier to understand we transform them into a calculus
employing the same equational chains as used by mathematicians. An equational chain
is a chain of terms connected by descriptions of rewrite steps. A rewrite step is denoted by
an equation and the information on how to apply it (direction, position and substitution).
Thus an equational chain has the form
(s0; (u1
:= v1y; p1; ¾1); s2; : : : ; sn¡1; (un := vn; pn; ¾n); sn):
The operator † concatenates two (matching) equational chains, and the symmetry oper-
ator generates the chain (sn; : : : ; s0) from (s0; : : : ; sn).
We call an equational chain of the above form a justiflcation for the equation s0 = sn
and we call an equation justifled in E if all equations in the justiflcations are either
elements of E or are justifled in E. An equation s = t can be justifled in E if and only
if s =E t.
We want to eliminate intermediate results from equational chains and construct proofs
using only the original axioms and a small set of lemmas. A justiflcation is called °at
with respect to a set of axioms E and a set of lemmas L if it uses only equations from
E [L. For each justiflcation in E there exists an equivalent one that is °at with respect
to E and fg.
The operator S, introduced below, can be used to replace applications of (intermediate)
equations by their respective justiflcations, thus °attening it. Arguments are a term
(the context), a substitution, a position (in the context) and a justiflcation, output is
the justiflcation, instantiated with the substitution and inserted into the context at the
position specifled.
Definition 7.1. (The flattening operator S) The operator S is deflned by:
(1) S(w; q; ¿; (u; (s := t; p; ¾); v)) = (w[q ˆ ¿(u)]; (s := t; q:p; ¿ – ¾); w[q ˆ ¿(v)])
(2) S(w; q; ¿; (s;B1; t; B2; u)) = S(w; q; ¿; (s;B1; t)) † S(w; q; ¿; (t; B2; u)).
We can now transform completion-based descriptions of proofs into equational chains.
For lack of space we cannot present the complete system, however, we will discuss the
most interesting case, the critical pair inference for rules.
y We write u = v to denote that the equation was applied backwards, and we use u := v to denote
either u = v or u = v.
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Definition 7.2. (Handling Critical Pairs) Let s1 ! t1 be the value of <expr1>
with the (°at) justiflcation B1, s2 ! t2 the value of <expr2> with (°at) justiflcation
B2. Input for the transformation step is a PCL expression (describing a critical pair in-
ference) with value s = t , output is a (°at) justiflcation for the value of this expression.
cp(<expr1>; L:p; <expr2>; L)
S(¾(s1); p; ¾;B2) † S(¾(s1); ‚; ¾;B1)
with ¾ = mgu(s1jp; s2):
The PCL expression in the rule describes a critical pair inference where the left side
(denoted by L) of s2 ! t2 overlaps into the left side of s1 ! t1 at position p (equations
are just treated as rules here, compare Section 3, the symmetric cases are handled by
symmetric rules).
The transformation rule generates a new equational chain for the critical pair by con-
sidering the two rules and reconstructing the original divergence with their justiflcations.
Similar rules deal with reductions, and some simple rules cover orientation and subsump-
tion. They are, in general, dual to the original inference rules used in the proof system,
in our case to the rules from Bachmair et al. (1989).
Quite often the goal is not proved constructively, but destructively (both sides of it
will be reduced to a common normal form) or at least partially destructive (the goal will
be reduced before it can be subsumed). We deal with this by treating the goal like an
axiom (on which only reductions and subsumption tests are performed) and by cutting
and folding the generated equational chain.
Our algorithm uses these ideas to build equational chains for each PCL step in a
protocol. It uses axioms and lemmas as building blocks and flnally delivers a hierarchy
of proofs for the lemmas and the goal. The implementation allows for difierent output
formats projecting the relevant parts of the justiflcations.
Figure 4 shows the result of the transformation for the listing from Figure 2.
The proof is reprinted here as it has been delivered by our system (which is capable of
generating LATEX output). Rewritten terms are marked by underlining, inserted terms are
marked as bold face. Please note that the proof resembles basic proofs in mathematical
textbooks quite well.
8. Conclusions and Current Research
Our results show that TEAMWORK is a viable and very competitive approach to
distributed equational reasoning. Our proof protocols have proven to be a suitable base
for the analysis of both, the inference process and the resulting proofs. First results
showed that the knowledge-based approach to distribution provided by TEAMWORK
might ofier a new dimension in theorem proving. For TEAMWORK based proof systems
we can produce these protocols without measurably in°uencing the proof system.
The analysis yielded some of the reasons for TEAMWORK’s success, namely com-
petition, manifesting in changes to the strategy, and cooperation by difierent experts
concentrating on various aspects of the problem.
Structuring algorithms on proof protocols are capable of recognizing important inter-
mediate results. Important results with respect to the proof at hand can be found by
a post mortem analysis using only the inferences relevant to the proof, while TEAM-
WORK’s referees can add a more global perspective, judging facts on their performance
in the equational domain.
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Consider the following set of axioms:
Axiom 1: f(e; x) = x
Axiom 2: f(x; e) = x
Axiom 3: f(x; x) = e
Axiom 4: f(f(x; y); z) = f(x; f(y; z)).
This theorem holds true:
Theorem 1: f(a; b) = f(b; a)
Proof:
Lemma 1: f(u; f(u; z)) = z
f(u; f(u; z)) = f (f (u ;u); z) by Axiom 4 RL
= f(e; z) by Axiom 3 LR
= z by Axiom 1 LR.
Lemma 2: f(v; f(w; v)) = w
f(v; f(w; v)) = f (w , f (w , f (v , f (w , v)))) by Lemma 1 RL
= f(w; f (f (w , v), f (w , v))) by Axiom 4 RL
= f(w; e) by Axiom 3 LR
=w by Axiom 2 LR.
Theorem 1: f(a; b) = f(b; a)
f(a; b) = f (b, f (b, f (a, b))) by Lemma 1 RL
= f(b, a) by Lemma 2 LR.
Figure 4. A proof example (Compare Figure 2).
The transformation of structured proof protocols into a hierarchical proof using equa-
tional chains yields a proof representation fully adequate for human understanding.
Our current focus of research is the improvement of proof search heuristics based on
pruned proof protocols. We already have manually transferred back to the prover some
knowledge gained from the proof analysis. However, manual analysis of proof protocols
is very tedious and time consuming. Even pruned protocols usually contain more than
100 steps, and it can be di–cult for human beings to flnd common properties for sets
of this size. The obvious solution is to use machine learning techniques to work on this
data. We are currently following two difierent approaches to this.
The flrst approach, described in Fuchs (1995), uses a single PCL listing to tune pa-
rameters of generic evaluation functions. First results are very promising.
Our second approach is a more direct one. We try to learn good evaluations of equations
directly from the structure of the terms and equations needed in various successful proofs.
For this approach, the equations occurring in multiple pruned PCL protocols of suc-
cessful proofs are generalized and stored, together with information about their role in the
proofs, in a database. The evaluation strategy projects the relevant part of the database
and uses the knowledge contained in it for the evaluation of critical pairs.
As this work is still in progress we cannot give a flnal evaluation of it. However, the flrst
results are promising. With a prototypical implementation we managed to prove a couple
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of previously unproven examples in the domain of lattice ordered groups. However, much
work is still required to understand all of the efiects we encountered.
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